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Why 10 and why exactly those?

 Because those things lead to either:

 Overall database performance problems

 Data loss and corruptions

 They happen most often

 Most of them are result of misunderstanding a 

conception or DBAs don’t realize their importance

 Most of them cost nothing as HW/SW or other 

investments, even no downtime to fix

 Applying good practices and understanding them 

could save your job!
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About me

www.SQLMasterAcademy.com

 Working with SQL Server from v6.5

 MCT from 1998

 SQL Server Trainer and Consultant for more than 
15 years, having more over 100 projects in 
Bulgaria, Finland, Germany, UK, Greece..

 5 years Senior Consultant in Microsoft

 Microsoft Certified Master SQL Server 2008

 MVP SQL Server

 SolidQ Mentor & Trainer

 Now I am running SQL Master Academy training 
program

http://www.sqlmasteracademy.com/
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The top 10 things in Groups

 Part I

Database Configuration options

Transaction log configuration and support

 Part II

Database Maintenance

Corruption Survival



Database Configuration

Defaults, placement and Auto options
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“Database Defaults” wrong practice

1. Using default options

 Database Placement - C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL 

Server\MSSQL10_50.MSSQLSERVER\MSSQL\DATA 

 Database Initial Size – 3MB or 5MB (or the size of the 

model db, 10MB in 2012)

 Database Growth - by 1MB! (or according to msdb

settings, 8MB in 2012)



Database Defaults Demo
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Because leaving defaults sizes leads to: 

 Fragmentation on database file (NTFS-level 
fragmentation)

 It DOES affect performance of large scans

 Database growth events are too “expensive” to be 
accepted in production environment

 Transactions/loading performance is affected

 Increased management requirements

 Downtime and data loss when drive becomes full

Why it is so important
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The right settings

 Isolate database and log file

 Manually manage file sizes

 Monitor auto‐growth for a limited period of time using Trace 

(Data File Auto Grow event class) or xEvents in order to know 

your pattern

 Define proper settings. Always have file growth as a fixed 

amount, not a percentage

 Manually growing files allows YOU to decide in advance which 

files to grow and how much

 Auto‐grow should be left enabled ‘just in case’

 Turn ON Instant File Initialization!
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“Database AUTO options” wrong practice

2. AUTO options miss-understandings

 “Sounds good” to change

 The right settings: Just leave those settings intact! 

 AUTO CLOSE=OFF 

 AUTOSHRINK=OFF!!!

 Auto create/update statistics is good to be set to TRUE

 Asych Update stats is good to be set to ON (Test!)



Transaction log configuration and 

support

Defaults, actions and maintenance
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Why proper Tlog management is so 

important?

 Logging and recovery are critical part of RDBMS

 The Transaction log and how it works is one of the most 

misunderstood parts of SQL Server

 Out of control Tlog file growth

 Tlog running out of space

 Inability to recover from backups

 Inability to take a tail-of-the-log backup

 Performance problems from

 Repeated Tlog shrinking

 Log fragmentation

 Failover problems with database mirroring and availability groups

 Writing log intensive code

 It is imperative that you understand how logging, and the transaction 

log works in order to take proper actions!
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Transaction log mgmt wrong practices

3. Leaving Default size and placement

Default Folder: C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL 

Server\MSSQL10_50.MSSQLSERVER\MSSQL\DATA

Default Initial Size: 2MB

Default growth: 10%

4. Taking wrong actions and performing wrong 

maintenance

Mixing shrink, truncate, clear
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How The Transaction Log Works

(1)

 Log is a series of smaller “files” called virtual log files

 Active VLF – there is a record of an opened transaction

 Inactive VLF – no open transaction records, can be cleared in order to 

be re-used

 Activity moves through log sequentially, fills the current VLF and then 

goes to a next inactive cleared VLF:

 (1) could be rolled over at the beginning of the file if there is inactive 

cleared VLF

 (2) If there is no inactive cleared VLF, then physical transaction log file 

auto‐grows
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How The Transaction Log Works

(2)

 Log is a series of smaller “files” called virtual log files

 Active VLF – there is a record of an opened transaction

 Inactive VLF – no open transaction records, can be cleared in order to 

be re-used

 Activity moves through log sequentially, fills the current VLF and then 

goes to a next inactive cleared VLF:

 (1) could be rolled over at the beginning of the file if there is inactive 

cleared VLF

 (2) If there is no inactive cleared VLF, then physical transaction log file 

auto‐grows
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Log Growth

 Excessive file auto‐growth causes:

 Numerous VLFs to be added – this can negatively affect performance of the log (slow 

backup, recovery, commits, writes to the file)

 Synchronous slight pause on auto‐grow operation 

 Windows call to extend a file (may cause file fragmentation)

Active Portion of 

the Log

Active VLFs –

cannot be re-used

Log Backup

Inactive Portion of 

the Log

Inactive VLFs –

will be re-used!

 New portions 

of the log are 

always zero 

initialized

 No Instant File 

Initialization!
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The VLF creation rules

 The default size of the log of a new db, is larger of 

0.5MB or 25% of the total size of all data files created 

with the same create database statement

 New VLFs are created 

depending on the 

Growth Size and the 

File Chunk rues

File Chunk Number of VLFS

<64MB 4 VLFs

>=64MB and <1GB 8 VLFs

>=1GB 16 VLFs

Example: If the Tlog needs to grow from 1MB to 1GB:

With 1MB steps it needs 1024 steps*4VLFs each = 4096 VLFs !!!

With 512MB steps it needs 2 steps*8VLFs each = 16 VLFs !!!



Transaction log DEMO
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Log file placement

 Transaction log requires fast disk on write operations

 Latency <= 5ms (Physical Disk: Average 

Seconds/Read)

 Transaction log performs serial IO operations

 Testing and benchmarking the disk with 32KB and 

64KB sequential reads and writes (SQLIO.EXE)

 All those requirements define the rule: 
ISOLATE transaction log on separate fast drive/LUN

 Monitor and make sure you minimize the WRITELOG 

wait
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 Configure the log properly (make initial config)

 Monitor the log for a specific period of time in order to 

have its pattern and define proper settings. 

 Your goals:

 To not allow Log fragmentation (keep VLFs<100)

 To not allow dramatic file growths (keep stable log)

 You are allowed to play with

 Config settings (initial size)

 Backup strategy (backup log frequency) 

 Maintenance strategy (change to bulk mode during the 

maintenance if appropriate)

Log File Maintenance



Database Maintenance
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5. Including “sounds good” tasks in maintenance plan

- Update Statistics with full scan

- Shrink Database

6. Index maintenance misunderstandings

- never rebuild indexes at all

- rebuild all indexes at once

- use online index rebuilds with no planning

7. Missing Backups (because of clustering)! 

8. Lack of testing of the maintenance plans! 

Maintenance worst practices



Demo: The shrink pain
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5. Including “sounds good” tasks in maintenance plan

- Update Statistics with full scan

- Shrink Database

6. Index maintenance misunderstandings
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- use online index rebuilds with no planning

7. Missing Backups (because of clustering)! 
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Because bad maintenance practices lead to

 Uncontrolled Fragmentation

 Ineffective recourse usage

 Decreasing of the overall database performance

 Database/service outage

 Data loss or even all database loss

 Unpredictable behavior in case of corruption

Why is this so important?
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Avoiding Maintenance Worst Practices

 DO NOT USE SHRINKDATABASE  to reduce database file size!!

 DO NOT USE Update statistics with full scan as a regular maintenance 

task! Better use sp_updatestats

 Consider filtered index rebuilds - rebuilding only fragmented indexes -

http://maginaumova.com/?p=153

 Carefully plan and TEST online index rebuilds -

http://maginaumova.com/?p=134

 USE DBCC CHECKDB in maintenance plan regularly and monitor the 

output

 Include Backup plans!

 Be careful to not overwrite jobs schedule

 TEST!! TEST!! and TEST!!

http://maginaumova.com/?p=153
http://maginaumova.com/?p=134


Corruption survival
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9. It-will-not-happen-to-me perception 

Corruption survival worst practices
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AND

10. Pressing the PANIC button i.e. taking the wrong 

actions 

http://www.data-recovery-info.com/problems-maintenance.html
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Things that are tried First

 Restart SQL Server

 Just wastes time and delays getting back online

 Immediately jump to a last resort and cause data loss 

without working through options

 Running repair

 Rebuilding the transaction log

 Detach a suspect database (in SQL Server 2005)

 It will fail to attach again – now the situation is even worse!

 They changed from SQL Server 2008
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The final result of wrong actions

 Total data loss - this is the worst state to be in

 You might have no choice apart from manual re-entry, 
or

 URLT

 Update Resume, Leave Town 



DEMO: dbcc on corrupted dbs
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Right steps in corruption survival

 Discovering corruption

 Running and Interpreting CHECKDB output

 Choosing between restore and repair and go for 

it!

 Do not change your plan in the middle
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Summary

 Make an action plan as a DBA

 Check the configuration of the database and log 

perform right configs

 Don’t forget the SQL Server Level settings as of

 MAX Server Memory

 Optimize for AdHoc

 TempDB configs

 Adding specific Trace flags

 Test your maintenance plans

 Plan for restore not for backup

 Make a check list what to do in case of corruption
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Questions & Answers

Learn more on SQL Server trough SQL Master Academy:

www.SQLMasterAcademy.com

www.sqlserverutbildning.se – here in Sweden!

Magi.Naumova@SQLMasterAcademy.com

Mnaumova@SolidQ.com

www.Maginaumova.com

http://www.sqlmasteracademy.com/
http://www.sqlserverutbildning.se/
mailto:Magi.Naumova@SQLMasterAcademy.com
mailto:Mnaumova@SolidQ.com
http://www.maginaumova.com/

